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An Evaluation of the Effects of
Web Page Color and Layout Adaptations
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Computer Science Dept., WPI, Worcester, MA 01609, USA.

1. Introduction
An Adaptive Web Site molds itself to the user, creating a unique interaction, providing a m
enjoyable experience, and increasing the success of an interaction [1]. Success can be m
in a variety of different ways, including task completion time.

This research studied the effect of web page adaptations on information finding tasks at
site [2]. Many user interface components, such as page content and web links, can be alt
produce adaptations, but we have limited our work exclusively to the alteration of color
layout.

The hypothesis studied in our research was that these adaptations would allow users to co
tasks in a shorter time, and that this effect would occur whether the adaptations were
individually or together.

A web-based experiment was designed that required each subject to answer three questio
answer for each could be found by searching through a web site. A local copy of a porti
IBM's Sydney 2000 web site was used for these experiments, in which one hundred and t
eight students participated. In order to focus on theeffectsof adaptations we used predetermine
adaptations, creating a set of “static” web sites containing all the adaptations to be studie
dynamic adaptations were made.

Each question was associated with a different adaptation of the web site. For each questio
subject saw either no adaptation (N), a color adaptation (C), a layout adaptation (L),
combination of both color and layout adaptations (B). In order to reduce the potential effec
learning, and to compensate for adaptation order, the experiment was kept brief and a ba
experimental design was used.

The C, L and B adaptationsall reduced task completion time. Statistical analysis suggests
there is significant support from the experimental data for the hypothesis.

2. Literature Review
The Impact of Color & Layout: Researchers agree on some key color usage guidelines.
example: use color sparingly; use color consistent with cultural and standard meaning
colors that contrast well; and avoid saturated colors [3]. Color affects symbol legibility. C
coding can reduce visual search time on complex displays, and its advantage increases
symbol density increases. Adding color that does not convey any meaning yields a longer
time [4].

Layout affects the efficiency of visual access. Guidelines include: following standard la
conventions; matching common eye scanning directions, such as reading direction; using
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right justified fields and labels appropriately; good use of whitespace; using sufficiently l
icons, buttons and other “targets”; and designing layouts to reduce cursor movements [5] [

Evaluation of Interfaces: Adaptive web systems are developed, and therefore evaluated,
five key factors in mind: what application areas are suitable; what user features inform
adaptation (e.g., goal, interests, experience); what can be adapted (e.g., color, links, layout
adaptation mechanism to use; and what is the goal of the adaptation (e.g., reduce errors, i
speed) [1].

Our work has focussed on evaluating the interaction between what can be adapted and th
of the adaptation, with little attention paid to the other factors.

Comparative evaluation is typically done against a non-adaptive, static system. In our ca
have used several static webpage hierarchies that represent the results of the possible ada
their combinations, as well as no adaptation.

3. System Design & Implementation
When an interface uses well-known content and relationships, users tend to anticipate wh
site will offer, and concentrate on the experimental task. The 2000 Sydney Olympics We
appealed to us for that reason and several others:

• it was developed by an experienced group of IBM developers;
• it used easy-to-understand language;
• its content was non-technical;
• it uses well-known content;
• it was well-structured as a wide tree of nodes [3].

The interface for the experiment presents the user with a set of tasks to be completed
interface design has two frames, an upper one containing a question that defines the curre
and a set of possible answers, while below, in the second frame, the subject can traverse
partial copy of the Olympics site to locate the answer.

4. Design of the Experiment
Color adaptations are easy to implement, and important for conveying information such as
grouping, magnitude, etc. Page layout adaptations, while not as easily implemented, can
specific information more accessible to the user. They can emphasize importance and orde
dealing with large amounts of information. Layout and color adaptations have the advantag
they can be used by themselves or can easily be combined.

A sample web page with both adaptations is shown in Figure 1. In contrast to the page in th
category, the countries are sorted alphabetically (layout) and are color coded to matc
continents on the map (color).
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Figure 1: A sample web page with both Layout and Color Adaptations.

http://www.cs.wpi.edu/~dcb/MQPs/MinskiBurbano/mqp_files/image071.jpg

Experiments must account for variation by testing a substantial number of subjects. Our
based approach allowed subjects to visit our experiment from anywhere and at anytime
helped to increase the sample size, and allowed us to keep accurate records and measu
online. Web-based experiments allow large samples that can differ demographically from
usual, available subjects [6].

We reduced the effects of learning in our experiment by limiting subjects’ interaction with
system. Each subject was presented with only three tasks, keeping their completion time to
nine minutes.

The Four Stages:First, an Experiment Briefing presented overall details that subjects need
know before starting the experiment. This included what the site is about, and what browse
preferred.

The following Tutorial included a sample screen capture from an actual experiment
important interface elements labeled. This was intended to help speed up initial use.
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Next, subjects completed a Demographics form, recording: age, major, username, citize
Internet experience and Olympic knowledge.

In the fourth stage, the Experiment, the subject has to search the Olympics site in the
frame, to find the answer for each question. Every link-click was recorded, as was the time
“question-prompt” to “question-finish”.

A sample question, used for Layout adaptation and for Color adaptation, was: “In the m
marathon what was Kenya's position in relationship to that of Ethiopia?” The answer ch
given were: Same, Better, In between, Worse; with “In between” being the correct answer.

Once the subject finished their last task, they were thanked for their time and informed tha
information had been saved. Saving the statistical information at that point, prevented reco
any incomplete data for a user.

The Web Site:The 2000 Sydney Olympics Web site that we used had to be modified to re
its complexity. We aimed for a broad, shallow tree to reduce the chance of users becomin
or disoriented, and to ensure better productivity [3].

In order to reduce user learning effects, tasks were selected such that the answer to each q
was located in a distinctly different area of the Web site. In addition, tasks had to be challe
for the users and require them to actually browse in order to answer correctly. It was also
important to select tasks such that finding the answers could be enhanced by some adapta

The Form of the Experiment: The dependent variables were the mean overall task time and
mean number of mouse clicks, while the independent variable was adaptation. There ar
possible adaptations: none (N), color (C), layout (L), and both (B). Each subject was expos
one of four paths between N and B: i.e., BCN, BLN, NCB, NLB. Subjects were rando
assigned, dynamically at the time of browser use, into one of the four groups that correspo
these four paths. This “counterbalancing” approach provides compensation for the pot
effects of presentation order [7].

5. Results
One hundred and twenty eight subjects participated in the experiment. From the Demogr
forms completed we know that: all of the subjects were aged 18 to 23 years old; 73% o
subjects were Computer Science students; 58% were intermediate Internet users, 38% e
and 3% beginners; and 57% had beginning Olympics knowledge, 30% intermediate, an
expert knowledge. As for Internet experience, more knowledgeable users in this field might
had an advantage, allowing faster task completion. We made no analysis based o
demographic data.

One analysis of the data was conducted for subjects who worked with the set of adapta
Both, Color, and None. Another analysis was done for: Both, Layout, and None. A one
repeated measures analysis of variance was conducted for time and for number of clicks. R
were significant at p < 0.0005 levels. These results indicate that there are significant differ
between the effects of each adaptation.

First, we analyzed the overall effects of the two Both-Color-None groups (BCN and NCB)
how each adaptation affected users' performance with respect to time (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Mean overall task time for B, C, and N.

http://www.cs.wpi.edu/~dcb/MQPs/MinskiBurbano/mqp_files/image029.gif

The adaptation was graphed as a function of its mean time value. Sixty-four subjects accou
the data. The Both adaptation has reduced task completion time to slightly less than half t
None, and is a significant reduction compared to Color alone. The p-level in this analysis
less than 0.0000001, making these results strongly significant.

Analysis of the Both-Layout-None group (BLN and NLB) of 64 subjects also shows how e
adaptation affected users' performance with respect to time (Figure 3).
IEEE-paper.mkr Page 5
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Figure 3: Mean overall task time for B, L, and N.

http://www.cs.wpi.edu/~dcb/MQPs/MinskiBurbano/mqp_files/image031.gif

The Both adaptation again correlated with a speedier task completion, being slightly twice a
as Layout, and nearly three times faster than None. The p-level here was less than 0.0
again greatly significant.

We also analyzed the behavior of the users in terms of number of clicks, with similar, signif
results. The strongest adaptation continued to be Both, yielding half as many clicks compa
Color, and nearly one third of the clicks in the None case.

A “planned comparisons analysis” was used to identify significant differences betw
individual adaptations. For the Both-Color-None subjects, Both was faster than Color w
significance of 0.00038. It was faster than None with a p-level of zero. For Both-Layout-N
Both was faster than Layout with a p-level of 0.0017, while being better than None with a p-
of 0.00011.

As no single user was exposed to both Color and Layout adaptation alone. It would have
inaccurate to compare these adaptations since the data used did not correspond to th
context or users. However, it can be seen in the graphs that the Color adaptation generate
task completion than the Layout adaptation. However, this might have been caused b
complexity of the tasks or the degree of adaptation used.

6. Conclusion
We conclude that there is significant support from the experimental data for the hypothesi
adaptations allow users to complete tasks in a shorter time, and that this effect occurs w
the adaptations are used individually or together.
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Users achieved their task goals faster when adaptations were present. Color or layout adap
by themselves reduced average times and number of clicks compared to when there w
adaptation. Even faster task completion occurred when color and layout adaptations
combined. The study suggests that changes in color or layout tend to be more effective wh
previous task was completed with no adaptation.

Future studies should categorize both layout and color adaptations, and more systematical
them in experimental situations, correlating the results with the type of task, and with
preferences/characteristics. In addition, these categories of adaptations should be match
techniques for accomplishing the adaptations dynamically.

Our results extend basic Human-Computer Interaction results and place them in the con
adaptive systems. They strongly suggest that in addition to the larger scale adaptations cu
being experimented with [1], there is an important role for small-scale adaptations in
development of effective and efficient adaptive web sites.
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